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Work Done (Phase-1)

- Objective: Extended current aggregation method to include GROUP BY 
and sort (ORDER BY) for an object’s formatted data partitions.

- Implemented using the split-apply-combine method inspired by the 
pandas library.

- Incorporating support for GROUP BY and ORDER BY has extended 
Skyhook’s capabilities to push down more and more queries to be tackled 
at object level. 

https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/user_guide/groupby.html
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Work Done (Phase-2)

- Objective: Implemented a custom method for data statistics collection of 
an object’s formatted data partitions in the form of histograms

- Work done helps in query optimisation by letting the object locally perform 
access path selection by deciding whether to use indexing or table scans, 
and also the sequence of operations to be performed depending upon the 
cardinality of involved tuples. 

- Statistics can also be stored locally to let the objects make local decisions 
as well. This is one of the major advantages of programmable object 
storage in Skyhook. This in turn improvises the overall process of 
physical database design and tuning.
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Work Done (Phase-3)
- Objective: Implement compaction of multiple formatted sub-partitions 

within an object into a single partition.
- Developed an object class method that merges formatted data partitions 

within an object. Self-contained partitions are written (appended) to 
objects and over time objects may contain a sequence of independent 
formatted data structures.

- The compaction operation consolidates the non-contiguous table 
fragments stored in individual memory blocks for effective memory 
management. The implemented function merges sequences of 
independent Arrow tables into a single larger Arrow table and writes a 
clean partition back into the disk.
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Further Details
Please refer to the final report: 
https://github.com/uccross/skyhookdm-ceph/wiki/Google-Summer-of-Code-2020-R
eport 

For clarifications, get in touch with me at guptaaditi1709@gmail.com 
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